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1 The Oulu tech+art ecosystem 
Oulu wants to become a player in the European tech+art ecosystem. Its ambition is to become an 

orchestrator of some tech+art activities in the EU landscape in the short to mid-term. The long term 

goal is to allow Oulu to position itself on the map of European tech+art ecosystems and allow it to carve 

out its own specific role in it and capture value for its regions in terms of networking opprtunities, 

visibility, attraction of talents.  

This report specifically serves to identify the potential players interested in putting Oulu on the map of 

the contemporary European tech+art ecosystem. The second step will be to conduct interviews with key 

stakeholders and an online survey released to a wider audience. In different existing projects like the EC-

funded STARTS activities we can see that artists within tech companies play vital roles in stimulating 

innovation, contributing to company culture and as a testing board for new technologies. However, if 

Oulu wants to succeed, the execution of the ecosystem must be planned carefully.  

 

Based on previous interviews conducted for the development of an EU tech+art beacon in the Bay Area 

for EUNIC in 20191, researchers conculuded that the main pain point in tech+art ecosystems is the lack 

of an effective and reliable “matchmaker”. The researchers write: “there was an indication of a general 

inability to help artists in one company connect with the resources of others. This is seemingly due to 

a lack of a third party to facilitate such relationships.  What follows is the detailing of the plan on 

how to position Oulu as such a facilitator. 

1.1 Common challenges in ecosystem building 
The design of an ecosystem should be driven by its core value proposition. The initial value blueprint 

should incorporate the minimum number of domains (types of participants) that are needed to provide 

this core value and expand over time. What makes ecosystem design distinctive is that it requires a true 

system perspective. It is not sufficient to design the value creation and delivery model; the design must 

also explicitly consider value distribution among ecosystem members. This is further complicated by the 

limited hierarchical control in an ecosystem and the need to convince partners to participate, which 

poses specific governance challenges. 

The ecosystem design challenge can be addressed by working through these sequential questions: 

 

1. What is your value proposition and/or what is the problem that you want to solve? 

2. Who needs to be part of your ecosystem? 

3. How can you capture the value of your ecosystem? 

 

 

1 EUNIC, ART + TECH REPORT, TheGrid, Stakeholder Analysis, 2019. 
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1.2 What is Oulu core value proposition? 
Oulu has started putting in place a series of initiatives, some of which for the ECoC 2026, some of those 

more structural, (like Deep Space) to host collaborations of science and art. Policy makers are also 

working towards a new tech and art festival and a prize to be held in the next 12-18 months. While in 

themselves not unique value propositions, the presence of a strong tech university (Univeristy of Oulu), 

the ECoC 2026 interest and resources, the political availability to put resources into events and, lastly, 

the presence of a small but interested community of companies in the AI, robotics, x-reality and gaming 

space can be a good start to carve out a fully developed value proposition to the existing European 

tech+art ecosystem.  

But looking at the project from a higher perspective, we suggest to frame Oulu involvment with Tech+Art 

as a forward looking, long term plan to position Oulu at the crossroads of technological innovation 

couple with social experimentation. This can be achieved only by becoming a key node in a wider 

ecosystem as only a plurality of actors can allow for this crosspollination. The  ECOC26 can serve asn 

excellent platform to take TechArt forward in european level. 

 

1.2.1 Reasons for Oulu to engage with tech+art 
. 

The initial impetus for this project is that “Oulu has been a forerunner in high-tech research, product 

development and the startup field of the industry. However, technologies created and developed in Oulu 

are seen less frequently, e.g. in Oulu, for instance in the cityscape and public spaces with content created 

in art and culture. The TechArt project strengthens the region's importance in product development that 

combines technology and culture. The project promotes the export and accessibility of cultural/art 

products to audiences and new audiences through new technological means”. 

 

 In other terms, Oulu hosts a number of innovative companies and projects that however do not have 

the resonance that they could have if they were in a more central area. Leveraging the interest and 

resources of the European Capital of Culture 2026 framework, the intention of the Tech+Art project is 

to engage art and culture to gain resonance for the excellences in the area both on the EU and global 

playfiled as well as at local level. 

 

The stated objectives – as per the TechArt website - are:  

 

“Firstly, the project creates a concept of an ecosystem that combines technology and culture and can be 
utilised by cities and municipalities in the region. The ecosystem generates new kinds of activity that 

combines technology, culture and art.  

 

Secondly, the project is looking for solutions for future needs, piloting and experimenting with 

innovations that combine new technologies and culture. The co-development of companies produces 

results through two different operating models: 

 

1. Piloting trials shall engage businesses in the region to combine technology and culture and share 

them with companies, cultural actors and municipalities in the region participating through a digital 
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platform. The goal and benefit of quick experiments is agile testing, which operating conditions have life 

chances in terms of business. 

 

2. One larger pilot will implement from start to finish a package that will solve the challenge of the 

region's residents, businesses or cultural actors”. 
 

While the project has, as said, come to be contextually with the ECoC 2026 awarding, the goal is to allow 

the Oulu reagions and its political and economical players to engage with tech+art projects that could 

benefit the local businesses, residents and cultural institutions.   

 

By this premise, however general, we can infer the following:  

There are relevant technologies being developed by public and private players in the Oulu area. For 

instance, the initially identified Oulu players that could benefit from such exposure are:  

 

e-health Near Real Ltd. ear Real Ltd provides easy access for different 

telemedicine devices. It makes it possible to introduce user friendly 

“one-click-services” without software installations creates solutions 

that make it possible to digitize our customers’ services and monetize 

their know-how. Near Real’s customers are the health care service 

providers all around the world.  

 

robotics Probot Ltd. provides custom project design and implementation for 

various platforms in robotics and automation. Our services include software 

implementation, customisation and improvements for existing systems. The 

vision of the company is to transfer results of research world to the end-

users and real world applications 

 

X-reality Playsign Ltd offers an efficient tool for drafting, testing, communicating 

and creating future plans with citizens and other stakeholders. It is an 

environment that can be visited, played, and experienced before any actual 

building takes place. 

 

gaming Ludocraft Ltd. combines service design, data analytics and game 

technology to develop truly unique services that benefit your business. 

Games are a media that combine technology, psychology, art and 

interaction into a seamless experience. It is a powerful tool that can be used 

to motivate, educate and transform businesses and organisations for the 

better. 

 

 

Further initiatives deemed important to engage with are: 6G Flagship, RadioPark initiative, Deep Space 

project.   
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These technologies might be well suited to be challenged by artistic endevours that would generate 

more interest locally and abroad for Oulu and its offering in terms of ersearch and business 

opportunities. 

 

1.3 Who needs to be part of your ecosystem? 
 

As part of our work, we have compiled a list of relevant stakeholders, mostly European, that could be 

invited to participate in the Oulu tech+art ecosystem (see separate file). It is not only about the quantity 

of participants but about the right participants in the right proportions that will allow the ecosystem to 

sustain itself in the long run. Identity and culture are important success factors for a business ecosystem, 

and it is difficult to change them once they are established. Ecosystem growth is thus strongly path 

dependent, and the selection of early members and the sequence of attracting members can have a big 

impact.  

The stakeholder list, which is a living document, currently comprises of over 400 contacts, which have 

been categorized under the following labels: 

 

University or Research Institution Organisation 

Artist Artist 

SME Organisation 

Other - 

Foundation Facilitator 

Collaboration of different actors Facilitator/Mixed 

National organisation Facilitator 

Ecosystem  

NGO Facilitator 

Festival Facilitator 

Museum Facilitator 

EU project Facilitator 

Curator* Facilitator 

Large Enterprise Facilitator 

Scientist** Organisation 

EU Project Manger Organisation 

 

This split has been deemed useful as it helps identify players from the three main categories involved in 

the tech+art activities: artists, companies and/or research institutions and facilitators (festivals, 

foundations, NGOs etc.). All three are needed in an harmonic composition of an ecosystem. While the 

composition of the ecosystem will probably vary overtime, it is to be expected to have a higher share of 

facilitators in the early stages, as they also serve as multipliers with their existing contacts in the other 2 

groups. Therefore, a 50% facilitators, 25% artists and 25% companies/universities would be the target. 
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1.4 How can Oulu capture the value of the 

ecosystem? 
When the basic setup of the ecosystem is defined, the next big design step is to find a way to translate 

the benefits that the ecosystem creates for its customers into value for its participants. In a business 

context, monetization would be one of the biggest challenges of the ecosystem orchestrator, which must 

balance three competing objectives: maximizing the size of the total pie; enabling all important domains 

(groups of participants) of the ecosystem to earn enough profit to ensure their ongoing participation; 

capturing its own fair share of the value. While monetisation is not the end-all goal for Oulu, it must be 

replaced with softer notions like “challenging our understanding and use of technology” or similar 

definitions. But the goal must be there. 

 

To achieve this, the orchestrator (Oulu) must design not only the value proposition for the 

participant but also the value-sharing model, by defining the value proposition, the problems for 

each group of relevant stakeholders as well as offer solutions for value co-creation. 

 

For instance, some common hurdles companies face include finding internal funding, connecting artists 

to other companies, educating management on the value of artists and measuring the impact of arts 

programs in a qualitative way. Artists might find it hard to find the information abour prizes or awards 

if they are not widely shared across their usual channels. Moreover, in order to engage with any 

ecosystem or aspiring such, artists need a clear “promise”: what is in it for them? Visibility, resources like 

time, money, facilities? Another topic relevant to artitsts is of course intellctual property of their 

production. Facilitators might have a problem of reach: especially if small, they might not have access to 

the companies or research institutions that they would like to reach.  They might not have the funding 

to independently set up any tech+art initiative and might struggle to have enough visibility for artists.  

 

1.4.1 An option for facilitating the ecosystem work: the 

platform  
The value proposition for a new ecosystem can come from removing an existing friction (anything 

that dissuades customers from buying a product or service, such as high cost, delay, poor quality, 

imperfect functionality, unpredictability, and misunderstanding or lack of trust) or from addressing an 

unmet or new need. 

We must make sure that the problem that the ecosystem is supposed to solve is clearly defined and 

large enough to justify the high upfront investment and to convince the right partners to participate. 

 

In this respect, the ambition of Oulu to set up a platform to engage with players from across EU 

and potentially globally can be turned into the problem solving solution to allow Oulu to engage 

with the tech+art ecosystem.  

We have gathered our recommendations and insights for a platform (see benchmark of four approaches 

in a separate file) to connect companies with each other, help companies and their artists with 

introductions and exhibition opportunities with European cultural institutions, and by continuing to 

support the arts as they have in the past.  
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Invitation-only at start for the full membership but full visibility of public posts and events. 

The Platform could be rollout out on an invitation-only basis for the first 6 months. People would be 

invited via link and then the enrollment open after the 6 months The key problem, common to all 

ecosystems, is to solve the chicken-and-egg problem of critical mass needed to retain and attract and 

moreover keep engaged participants.  

We suggest to use the opportunity to receive feedback from Ars Electronica on this matter, as well as 

integrate with interviews and surveys.  

The partial shut down of the STARTS initiative website (due to unwillingness of the EC to keep funding 

its maintenance) can provide Oulu with an entry opportunity to fill this gap, as the networking options 

are now gone in the diminished STARTS website. It is of course to be cleared for how long can the 

platform be paid for and maintaned at the sole cost of Oulu, or if further funding (from public sources 

or elsewhere) must be secured. Stakeholders are bound to ask themselves this question, as the 

investment and engagement with the platform will be lower if it is clearly a short lived effort.  

 

Who to invite and which variety we are looking for: 

 

University or Research Institution 

Artist 

SME 

Other 

Foundation 

Collaboration of different actors 

National organisation 

Ecosystem 

NGO 

Festival 

Museum 

EU project 

Curator* 

Large Enterprise 

Scientist** 

EU Project Manger 

Cotent Creator 

Network operator 

funding partner 

content curator 

content creator 

project manager 

Facilitator 

Communicator 
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technology developer 

technology provider 

researcher  

event organizer 

 

Roles in the platform 

 

Anonymous user (AN). Users that have not logged in. They are not allowed 

to perform actions on OS. They only have limited access to public content 

and are not able to see the profiles of members. 

The general public 

Authenticated or logged-in user (LU). Users that have registered for the 

platform. They can post comments, edit and create content, events, and 

groups. They can also join other groups and events. 

Members  

Content manager (CM). Users who are in charge of the daily operation of 

the platform. They can delete and unpublish any content, posts, 

comments, and groups. Editing content is limited in order to guarantee 

that editorial rights remain with the original author of the content. 

Oulu only 

  

Site manager (SM). Users who are in charge of the configuration and 

management of the platform and are able to manage all user accounts. 

Oulu only 

Group Manager/Event Manager (GM/EM). When an LU creates a group or 

an event, they automatically become the group or event manager. This 

gives them the extra permissions related to member management in the 

group or event. 

Members 

 

 

 

The current partners of STARTS regional initiatives are our first reccomandation as initial participants. 

The more active initiative comprise of about 30 participants, and we could even ask them (if they so 

chose) to be our first testers of the platform and help shape it to their needs.  

 

Onassis Stegi GR 

In4Art NL 

MEET IT 

CCCB ES 

Sony CS Lab FR 

 Kersnikova  SI 

 CYENS Centre of Excellence  CY 

The Serralves Foundation PT 

Artshare  PT 

KIKK  BE 

CentQuatre FR 

Fondation FIMINCO FR 

Fondazione Nesta Italia IT 
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National Digital Assembly BU 

Tallinn University  EE 

BOZAR  BE 

Ars Electronica  AT 

French Tech Grande Provence FR 

MEET  IT 

Made Group GR 

Film University Babelsberg Konrad 

Wolf 

DE 

Gluon  BE 

The Grid USA/EU 

Open Austria Art Tech Lab AT 

 

 

 

Furthermore, in a second phase we could expand to other STARTS contacts or former participants (over 

100 contacts) and allow the initial seed participants to invite their own network to the tool.  

 

The types of engagement on the platform would then be: 

 

Content creation: 

o Blogs 

o News 

o Discussions 

o Events: these can be created by all users. The start date is mandatory, all other fields are optional. 

o Basic pages; a content type that only CMs and SMs can create. This is a good place to add static 

content to your community like ‘About Us’,  ‘Contact Us’ and a Code of Conduct, for example.  

o Book page; a content type that only CMs and SMs can create. It comes in handy if you want to list 

resources from the organization because these pages can be structured. For example, our Quick 

Start Guide uses book pages. 

 

Comments 

o Post; can be created by all users within or outside a group. The visibility is either community-wide, 

public, or only for group members. 

o Comments; all users can comment on all content types and posts. The visibility is linked to the 

visibility of the parent item. NB: Comments are never visible to non-logged in users. 

o Private Message; all users can send private message to each other and to a group of users. 

 

• Groups (public, open and closed); can be created by all users. The creator is also simultaneously 

the manager of the group. Content, events, and comments can be created within groups as well. 

 

 

Participants will be able to decide both to collaborate in private groups and public pages. 
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1.4.2 Other ways to engage the ecosytem: prize, festival, 

residency program, public funded projects 
As stated above, Oulu must have a clear “promise” for the ecosystem that must be communicated while 

marketing the events, and in all engagement activities. While the platform can offer Oulu the possibility 

to place itself as matchmaker, as stated above platforms take resources and time to become an 

immediate draw. We believe it is therefore equally important to deliver a more immediate reply to the 

question “what is in it for me?” which is bound to be asked by several players. This is why it is important 

to have an identified goal for stakeholders: a prize, a festival participation, a residency program or the 

collaboration in a public funded project should be agreed at city level and then communicated widely. 

It would be interesting to understand if the residencies planned for the ECoC2026 program could be 

mentioned and leveraged for this purpose. Moreover, the possible timeline of the approval and funding 

of prize and festival should be pushed to strenghen the “promise” of Oulu to the ecosystem. 

 

1.4.3 Current limitations 
The limitations we see are: 

1. The dependency of the project from external decions on matters like funding for prizes or for the 

platform maintenance 

2. The limited possibilities to conduct sustained communication campaigns 

3. The self-lomited nature of the project might work against the efforts to engage with the 

ecosystem as continuity is a key factor in sustaining interest. 

1.4.4 Example of activities for value co-creation  
While these examples feature some of the most powerful global companies in the word, with no money 

to spare, the activities here portraid are not out of reach for smaller companies or even for Oulu itself to 

orchestrate with the ecosystem. However, it has to be noted that the “lowest hanging fruit” to set Oulu 

on the map of tech+art, we would recommend to follow a similar path to what STARTS followed. After 

a dicussion with Ars Electronica expert Veronika Liebl, we have confirmed that for a nascient ecosystem 

like Oulu, the easiest first step would be to organise a prize event that would generate the initial attention 

to then plan for activities that require longer planning and execution like residencies. 

The activities that could be carried out with the ecosystem and facilitated by the platform are for 

instance, share knowledge and updated on upcoming events or activities, bring peoiple together to 

collaborate on common projects (for instance EU-funded), partcipate in Oulu EcoC (projects, festivals9, 

organize festivals, organize exchanges across organisations. The more the ecosystem grows, the more 

activities 

 

For the next references, I quoted extensively from the EUNIC ART + TECH REPORT 2019. 

1.4.4.1 Art Exhibitions by Tech Companies  

Given the pre-eminence of technology companies in our lives today, it is no surprise that many have 

taken on the role of the art museum themselves. These engagements detail the ways in which technology 

companies sponsor or create artistic exhibitions influenced by or in service to their core technological 

offerings.  
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AN example: In 2017, Uber held a contest for artists to have their work presented the annual Art Basel 

Miami art fair. Requiring only that they are either Uber riders or drivers, artists were invited to submit 

their works for review by a jury. Selected works were exhibited in a pop-up ex-hibition space during the 

annual art fair in Miami’s Wynwood art district. 

Technology companies can successfully engage more directly with and support creative communities by 

commissioning or showcasing their work. Yet the creative works in these examples do not leverage the 

companies’ technologies themselves beyond potentially treating them as subjects, much less grapple 

with or influence the methodologies by which those technologies are created.  

 

1.4.4.2 Mission-aligned Artistic Inquiries 

While not every technology company has products or services that can be leveraged for the cre-ative 

process, some have strong missions that can influence artistic inquiries. In this model, a company’s 

mission serves as the inspiration and drive for a range of creative initiatives. Among the most prominent 

examples are: 

1. Every year, Mozilla sponsors a range of initiatives to support its mission of ensuring the internet is a 

global public resource that is open and accessible to all. Out of a recognition that blog posts can only 

go so far in connecting with people on an emotional level, a large portion of these initiatives are artistic. 

Throughout the range of artistic works, installations, and experiences Mozilla sponsors, they focus on 

selecting artists whose backgrounds match the values of their organization. When developing the 

projects, Mozilla starts with the desired impact (e.g. raising awareness about personal data security), and 

then works backwards with the artists to develop the project. Ultimately, Mozilla does not care if the 

work is technologically-powered or not provided that that desired impact is achieved. These works are 

then exhibited either at traditional institutions, pop-up exhibition spaces, or elsewhere in the public 

realm. Mozilla’s funding for these artistic projects vary from year, and sometimes is buttressed by funds 

from partnering organizations. 

This model shows how technology companies with strong social missions can support the arts as a 

means to build awareness of and emotional connection to that mission. These artistic works also serve 

the additional purpose of general brand building. Yet this model is only accessible to technology 

organizations that have salient social missions (which many do not) and does not have feedback loops 

by which the artists can in turn influence the technology organization. 

 

2. Thoughtworks is a global consulting firm specializing in enterprise software solutions with 46 offices 

in 23 countries. Their artist in residency model consists of both financial and engineering support, with 

the value of the support from personnel being the most valuable. They have been running the residency 

for several years supporting art projects specifically in the tech space. They attribute their long-lasting 

success to the enthusiasm their em-ployees show in wanting to work with the artists and the fact that 

the program fits well into their corporate identity of social good. 

 

1.4.4.3 Artist Residencies for Employee Offices 

Artist residencies represent the greatest opportunity for collaboration between technology com-panies 

and artists. In this model, artists take up residence at technology companies to create and dedicate works 

based on their current artistic practices, largely for the benefit of company staff and company offices. 

Among the most prominent examples are: 
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1. Facebook’s Art Program includes both its Artist in Residency (AIR) program and the Analog Research 

Lab (ARL). The Artist in Residency Program focuses on bringing artists to Facebook campuses where they 

create works based on their own creative practice. These works are often site-specific and permanent 

installations on the campus and are intended to provide Facebook staff with exposure to the arts. The 

Analog Research Lab began in 2010 when two staffers used their own money to create a screen-printing 

Lab. It has now grown to become a fully-funded print studio at multiple Facebook campuses that creates 

print work to adorn campus walls and provides other immersive learning experiences to staff. The intent 

of these programs is to create a corporate environment rich in art in the belief that this will benefit the 

wellbeing and, ostensibly, the creativity and productivity of Facebook staff. 

2. The Amazon Artist in Residency program brings four artists to its headquarters in Seattle. Each artist 

is given their own dedicated studio space for ten weeks, where they must be present at least 16 hours a 

week. In addition to hosting one lecture and one workshop for Amazon employees, the artist must create 

one agreed-upon work that will be placed inside the Amazon campus. 

This model of artist residency shows a more direct commitment by technology companies to the artistic 

process and artists themselves. By bringing creating artists directly into their office spaces, technology 

companies are validating the belief that artistic thinking - or at least exposure to it - is beneficial to 

employees focused on business or technical tasks. Yet as the output of these residencies center on what 

can ultimately amount to office decorations, these residencies constrain the potential benefits of the 

artistic process to a more passive environmental influence instead of an active intervention in the 

methods and approaches of core staff. 

 

1.4.4.4 Artist Residencies for Product Applications 

In this second model of artist residencies, artists take up residence at technology companies to create 

and dedicate works that specifically leverage new or emergent technologies from that com-pany. Among 

the most prominent examples are: 

For six months in 2019, Google Arts & Culture collaborated with three international artists to leverage 

their newly-created “Jacquard” technology to create original works at the in-tersection of technology, 

art, and fashion. Developed by Google’s Advanced Technologies and Projects team, Jacquard is a new 

type of digitally-networked thread that can be used to create textiles with interactive interfaces. In order 

to execute on their ideas, artists were able to collaborate with Google engineers, program directors, and 

the actual factories pro-ducing these Jacquard threads. The final works were shown at a private Google 

event and partnering museums, in addition to being featured for perpetuity in a dedicated section of 

the Google Arts & Culture digital platform. 

These residencies show compelling synergistic models between emerging technologies and the artistic 

process. By allowing artists to creatively engage with new technology, both the artists’ own creative 
practices and the companies’ understandings of the potential applications of their technologies were 
stretched and advanced. While this boundary-pushing of new tech involved collaboration with the 

engineers and business leaders who oversaw its initial creation, the structure of the residencies taking 

place after the creation of the technology result in the artists’ applications only potentially swaying future 

iterations of that tech. And as these residencies place a large focus on the public presentation of the 

artists’ final works, tech companies seem to emphasize them as public relations opportunities as 

opposed to opportunities for deepening their research and development practices. 
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1.4.4.5 Artist Residencies for Product Development 

In this third and most substantive model of artist residencies, artists take up residence at technology 

companies to work directly with R&D teams with the aim of leveraging the artistic process to inform and 

shape the development of new technological products and services. Among the most prominent 

examples are: 

1. The Microsoft Research Artist in Residency program brings together artists with Microsoft scientists 

and engineers to explore not just the applications of existing Microsoft technologies but also collaborate 

on the iterative prototyping of new ideas. Projects stemming from the residency span a huge range of 

medium, from more purely artistic interpretations of technology’s increasingly dominant presence in our 

lives to deeply synthetic collaborations between the processes of technological iteration and artistic 

reinterpretation. Through all of this, Microsoft places a decided emphasis on the importance of artists 

directly influencing the methodologies of their technical staff, seeing the results as both boosting the 

company’s external profile and supporting high-level R&D objectives. 

2. The Walton Family Foundation, the philanthropic arm of the Walmart-founding Walton family who 

now count as the wealthiest non-royal family in the world, have in recent years launched an initiative in 

collaboration with The Center for Advancing Innovation (CAI) to more systematically introduce artistic 

thinking into tech start-ups. Recognizing artists’ ability to expand tech companies’ thinking and that 

newly-founded organizations are more receptive to new approaches, the initiative has paired and 

inserted 140 international artists into 140 early-stage tech start-ups for 8 month residencies. During 

these 8 months, artists receive a sort of “mini-MBA” training from the Foundation to allow them to 

effectively en-gage with and influence start-up staff on the benefits of artistic thinking for product and 

business development. The impact is thus two-fold - both bending early-stage start-ups towards the 

more holistic approaches of artistic thinking and equipping artists with the ability to be successful 

members of business units. 

3. The Adobe Augmented Reality (AR) residency was specifically implemented at the beginning of 

Adobe’s R&D process into new AR technologies in order to advance engineers’ thinking of what was 

possible. By placing two complementary artists into R&D teams every quarter, the artists are able to 

create new works every week that respond to and push the boundaries of what the development team 

is working on at that moment. The result is a deeply synergistic relationship between art and tech, with 

artists acting as critical investigators of big picture implications of new tech and lead users in the product 

development process while engineers uncover where artistic vision can meet technologi-cal feasibility. 

While the success of this relationship requires both practical business train-ing of artists and meaningful 

buy-in from company staff on the value of artists’ participa-tion, the result for Adobe has been a new 

product vertical for creative applications that since day-one has been shaped by creatives. 

4. Nokia Bell Labs’ Experiments in Art and Technology artist residencies (E.A.T) emphasize long-

term, meaningful collaboration between artists and engineers. Artists are matched with existing R&D 

teams based on background, expertise, and personality, and work full-time with those teams for one 

year or more. By having these artists physically present in the office with engineering teams for such a 

long period, a deep knowledge exchange between artistic and scientific disciplines takes place that is 

not possible with short-term or remote residencies. The result is engineers that are more keenly aware 

of the conse-quences of the technology they are creating, and artists that are equipped with business 

skills that enable them to more fully make a career out of their creative work. 

5. Google through their Artists & Machine Intelligence (AMI) and other cultural programs, have been 

supporting artists for the last few years who work with high-technologies such as machine learning. They 
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have commissioned several high-profile public works and also feature artists at their yearly I/O developer 

conference. They also provide tools for artists to incorporate into their practices as open-source code, 

such as Tensorflow, Project Magenta, QuickDraw and others. 

This residency model for product development represents the most fulsome expression of how art and 

technology can not only intersect but also cross-pollinate each other. By bringing artists into R&D teams 

as core functional staff in the process of creation and not as post facto collabora-tors on what has already 

been created, the unique ability of artists to stretch the human imagination of what is pos-sible and then 

grapple holistically with its potential implications on the world is able to actively compliment engineers’ 
abilities to develop and deploy technological breakthroughs. The result is a model whereby artists’ 
practices are deepened, technology companies’ products are critically refined, and the public’s desire 
for innovative solutions without undesired societal disruptions is respected. 

 

 

1.5 Suggested next steps 
 

1. Cristalise the initial value proposition of Oulu, which at this stage can even be tied to the 

ability to provide the tech+art community with a centralised platform for both private and 

public facing disucssions, learnings etc.  

 

2. As soon as possible, cristilise the mid to long term“offer” of Oulu as a destination for 

collaboration. It has been anticipated for instance, that a prize and a festival have been discussed 

and a budget attached to them seems to be available. The Deep Space project will be a draw. 

The participation in a public funded project, for instance an EC project, could be interesting to 

a subset of the indentified contacts. The definition of a timeline and a budget for this activities 

should proceed as a matter of urgency to be then communicated to the ecosystem in the lead 

up to the events as well as during them. 

 

In order to engage palyers (and especially artists) there needs to be a benefit they would gain 

from the participation into the platform in the short to mid term to ensure the interest does not 

wane. The more defined the value proposition can be, the easier it will be to engage with existing 

players: what do you offer? What is unique? When will you be active? 

 

3. Validate these assumptions with Ars Electronica and clear with them the extent to which they 

could chaperon Oulu into the existing EU tech+art ecosystem. 
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